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Abstract - Keyword search, a well known mechanism for retrieving relevant information from a set of documents, 
has recently been studied for extracting information from structured data. Structured data are usually modeled as 
graphs. Most of previous methods in this area find connected minimal trees that cover all the query keywords. 
Recently, it has been shown that finding sub graphs rather than trees can be more useful and informative for the 
users. In addition, when searching for answers, these methods may explore the whole graph rather than only the 
content nodes. This may lead to poor performance in execution time. To address the above problems, we propose the 
problem of finding user clicks in graphs. A clique is a group of content nodes that cover all the input keywords and 
the distance between each two nodes is less than or equal to r. An exact algorithm is proposed that finds all cliques 
in the input graph. In addition, an approximation algorithm that produces cliques with 2- approximation in 
polynomial delay is proposed. In this paper, we introduce search to understand user search behaviors. We define a 
task to be an atomic user information need, whereas a trail represents all user activities within that particular task, 
such as query reformulations, URL clicks. In this paper, we conduct extensive analyses and comparisons to evaluate 
the effectiveness of task trails in several search applications: determining user satisfaction, predicting user search 
interests, and suggesting related queries.
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I. Introduction

The most critical and valuable amount of data such as business data has been stored in relational databases. 
Relational database management system (RDBMS) is a DBMS in which data is saved in tables and the relationships 
among the data are saved in tables. The data can be reassembled and accessed in many different ways without 
change the table forms. Most commercial relational database management system uses SQL to access the database. 
With more and more data being stored in relational database, it has become crucial for users to be able to search and 
browse the information stored in them. Keyword search in relational databases enables ordinary users, who do not 
understand the database schema and SQL, to find the connected tuple sets among the tuples stored in relations, with 
a given set of keywords. The existing methods of keyword search in relational databases can be broadly classified 
into two categories that are schema based method and graph based method.  The main goal of a keyword search 
system is to find a set of closely inter-connected tuples that collectively match the keywords. One type of methods is 
based on modeling data as a graph, and the results as subtrees or sub-graphs. Another type of methods is based on 
relational databases where structured data are stored. Efficient keyword search in relational databases allows 
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ordinary users to find text information in relational databases with much higher flexibility. A keyword query in the 
system is a list of keywords and does not need to specify any relation or attributes names. The result to such a 
keyword query consists of the minimal connected tuple trees, which potentially include tuples from multiple 
relations in database. 

II. Related Work

In B. Ding et al[2] studied sending top-k minimum cost group Steiner trees, denoted GST-k, for l-keyword 
queries, in a relational database which can be modeled as a graph G, with n nodes and edges. It is widely realized 
that the integration of information retrieval (IR) and database (DB) techniques will provide users with a wide range 
of high quality services. These nodes represent tuples/relations and edges represent foreign key references among 
tuples cross relations. In H. He, H. Wang [3] implemented BLINKS, a bi-level indexing and query processing 
scheme for top-k keyword search on graphs. BLINKS follow a search strategy with provable performance bounds, 
while additionally exploiting a bi-level index for pruning and accelerating the search. In L. Qin[4] proposed new 
novel polynomial delay enumeration algorithms, for finding all/top-k communities. They also proposed an index
approach to project a small sub graph out of GD to process an l-keyword query, and allowed users to interactively 
enlarge k at run-time. In M. Kargar[1] simple system that receives some keywords as input and returns a set of 
nodes that together cover all or part of the input keywords. A node that contains one or more keywords is called a 
content node. They have proposed a novel and efficient method for keyword search on graph data.

III. Existing Methodology

A web search engine is a software system that is designed to search for information on the World Wide 
Web. The search results are generally presented in a line of results often referred to as search engine results pages 
(SERPs). The information may be a mix of web pages, images, and other types of files. Some search engines also 
mine data available in databases or open directories. Unlike web directories, which are maintained only by human 
editors, search engines also maintain real-time information by running an algorithm on a web crawler. This system 
produces duplication free answers by dividing the search space. And find the users interested answers with unique 
contributions from each node are preferred; we can be analyzed minimal answers and implemented the algorithms 
for converting minimal answer with finding top k or all duplication free and minimal answers. This approach is 
guaranteed to generate duplication free with minimal answers. Finally presented the rates of duplicate and non-
minimal answers produced by previous approaches. Use the post-pruning techniques to remove duplicate answers. 

Fig 1: Duplicate free search approach

IV. Planned System

Web search logs record the searching activities of users in search engines. Previous studies have shown that 
search logs can be used in various applications including user satisfaction analysis, page utility estimation, user 
search interest prediction, query suggestion, webpage re-ranking, website recommendation, etc. Most of previous 
work analyzed web search logs at session or query level, where a session is defined as “a series of queries by a 
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single user made within a small range of time”. However, few of them have considered search logs at task (atomic 
user information need) level. In this paper, we name the task-level search log analysis as task trail because task trail 
vividly reveals the image of chronologically ordered tasks buried in massive search logs. Accordingly, we compare 
task, session and query trails in the following search applications: (1) Determining user satisfaction, where implicit 
feedback such as clicks, dwell time and success scores of models are mined to measure user satisfaction and page 
utility. (2) Predicting user search interests, where category information is adapted to measure topic similarity for 
predicting user search interests. (3) Suggesting related queries, where co-occurrence-based query suggestion 
methods based on task trail are compared to the same methods based on session trail and the method based on click-
through bipartite graph. (4) Measuring ranking functions, where user satisfaction rates are mined to measure the 
difference of two ranking functions in session, task and query levels.

Fig 2: Planned system

V. Results and Discussion

We can implemented this planned system in JSP with Google API for retrieving relevant results in Google 
database for web pages, web images search. And evaluate the performance of the system using response time 
measurement.

Fig 3: Performance results
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VI. Conclusions

We have described a log-based study of various trail finding algorithms to support post-query search 
interaction. Trails are selected from the search and browsing logs of many users. Our findings show that users’ trails 
bring them value, best-trails can be chosen that outperform users’ own trails, different trail finding algorithms 
perform well under different metrics, and a term-matching variant lets algorithms effectively handle unseen queries. 
Our first research question compared the value of trails with origin pages. The findings showed a significant 
increase in value for trails over origins across almost all metrics except relevance when we normalized for trail 
length. As more information is viewed by users, there is more opportunity for them to gain. Relevance degraded 
because un-judged pages were labeled bad. If we ignore un-judged pages, trails have the same relevance as origins. 
Since search trails appeared to demonstrate value over origins, the next research question addressed the issue of 
whether we could find the trail from the available options that maximized coverage, diversity, relevance, and/or 
utility. Although there was no clear winner, the findings were roughly in line with our intuitions. In future work 
considering multidimensional contextual features (i.e. sessions and activities live in vector space). Strategies for 
vertical and horizontal partitioning and introducing a mechanism for detecting/predicting context switching within a 
web-session.
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